Revisions to AIB’s Globally-Recognized Consolidated Standards for Inspection
Effective January 2017

Manhattan, Kansas – AIB International’s Food Safety Professionals are now providing GMP Inspections against the revised Consolidated Standards for Inspection. Throughout 2016, AIB released updates for five of their Consolidated Standards for Inspection to incorporate important trends and needs for today’s global food chain, such as food fraud and supply chain control. The revised Standards that took effect January 1, 2017 include:

- Prerequisite and Food Safety Programs
- Beverage Facilities
- Food Distribution Centers
- Food Contact Packaging Manufacturing Facilities
- Nonfood Contact Packaging Manufacturing Facilities

The Consolidated Standards for Inspection are key requirements that facilities must meet to ensure their products are wholesome and safe. These Standards are used by AIB’s Food Safety Professionals as a guide for our GMP Inspections and Inspection Only.

“Our Consolidated Standards for Inspection enable your food safety programs to reach their highest potential”, said Stephanie Lopez, Vice President, Food Safety Services – Americas, AIB International. “These updates will help you minimize your risk of food safety issues and exceed a customer’s expectations for providing wholesome and safe products”.

AIB has webinars and guidance documents that explain the changes and updates for each of the revised Standards to help clients prepare for changes in their 2017 GMP Inspections.

All information pertaining to all Consolidated Standards for Inspection is available online.

About AIB International
AIB International empowers clients worldwide to elevate their food safety and production process capabilities by developing and delivering application-oriented learning, consulting, and value-added services. To find out more about AIB International please visit us at www.aibonline.org or call 800-633-5137.
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